Abstract -High quality trace analysis is becoming increasingly important for technological development, both with regard to the production and monitoring of high-purity technological materials and processes, and with respect to monitoring and understanding the environmental and societal impacts of industrial waste products. The analytical scientist faces an enormous challenge in meeting these requirements because of the range of concentrations (to less than l02 g/g) and complexity of matrices, as well as the importance of the results to the future of mankind.
The quest for accuracy in trace analysis is best viewed in the framework of a structured Chemical Measurement Process (CMP), which may be symbolized as follows:
That is, given a sample containing the analyte at concentration x, the analyst carries out a CMP which includes the observation of an analytical signal y and the computation of an estimated concentration and its uncertainty U. The best means to assure high quality for the overall CMP is to ) perform regular assays of knowns (Certified Reference Materials) and interlaboratory comparison samples, and (b) examine and bring into control each constituent step. Illustrations are presented of assumptions and common pitfalls which are characteristic of each of the CMP steps, with special emphasis on those which arise in trace analysis, such as: contamination, losses and interference, calibration and evaluation-model errors, and information loss due to inadequate reporting of results and uncertainties. The question of hypothesis testing and detection limits is given special focus.
A more formidable challenge faces the analytical chemist who would consider the overall analytical problem -i.e., treating the broader socio-scientific question involving both the fundamental design of the measurement program (why, what, how to measure) and the interpretation of the resulting observations. Such an augmented CMP may be designated as the Analytical Measurement Process (AMP); it is one which calls for the analyst to be intimately involved in an interdisciplinary experimental design effort (prior to the CMP) as well as a corresponding evaluation effort (following the CMP). Two examples, based on current programs, are presented: (a) the use of "chemical fingerprints" to identify sources of environmental contamination (Receptor Modeling), and (b) the establishment of a national environmental specimen bank (Archival Sampling).
Contribution of the National Bureau of Standards. Not subject to copyright. Approaches and constraints to technological development are coming to depend increasingly on high quality chemical analysis, especially at trace levels and. in both relatively pure materials and complex geological, biological and environmental media.
In planning the production of food and energy, for example, we must assess the environmental pathways and further evaluate chemical effects on biological, ecological and climatic systems. Chemical measurements, generally at the trace level, form a critical part of such assessments both for the discovery of changes in the environmental system and for the construction and validation of models used for estimating future system changes.
The analytical scientist has a vital role to play in helping to define the technical or chemical components of the societal problems associated with the development of mankind, and he has primary responsibility for (a) defining the Analytical Measurement Process (AMP) which [explicitly] links physicochemical data with the technical information required by decision makers (such as the identification of pollutant sources or the effects of carbon dioxide production on climate) , and (b) providing such data through the use of Chemical Measurement Processes (CMP) of adequate sensitivity, precision and accuracy. Failure either to correctly link (model) the environmental (or other external) system with chemical observables or to generate high-quality chemical data can result in erroneous societal decisions or dangerous reliance on "theory" (1). Following a brief review of the scope of modern trace analysis and its relation to societal decision-making, we shall examine in the context of the CMP and the AMP the steps which may be taken to generate reliable chemical data and subsequent scientific conclusions.
SOCIOCHEMICAL PROBLEMS AND THE SCOPE OF MODERN TRACE ANALYSIS
Chemistry and Society As the human society develops in number and complexity, its perturbations of the natural environment begin to approach or exceed the natural variations themselves. This is especially evident in the chemical cycles, where for example fossil fuel combustion has produced about a 15% increase in atmospheric CO2 during the past century, and where completely new and persistent substances (chlorofluorocarbons, plutonium, chlorinated polynuclear hydrocarbons) are being added to the environment.
Although such perturbations may have serious consequences, they generally are difficult either to predict reliably or to detect experimentally -especially if they are characterized by long time constants. As a result, man is faced with an entirely new class of problems having complicated societal and scientific aspects, as indicated in Fig. 1 (1-3) .
The chief characteristics of these new problems are their diversity and their difficulty. That is, they span disciplines, time, and space; and major uncertainties and difficulties are associated both with the sociopolitical implications and with scientific measurement or forecasting. It is important for the scientist to realize that the sociopolitical problem is by far the more complex -including diverse special interests and perceptions, regional and temporal inequities, and the need to make timely decisions in the face of uncertainty (2) (3) (4) . It is likewise important to appreciate the facts that many of the decisions are based strictly on scientific theory (models) (5, 6) , and that errors (especially systematic errors) connected with models or with chemical measurements are frequently assumed trivial or at worst transitory by the general public (1). Experience, of course, belies such blind reliance on the quality of our models and our data. For example: modeling the effects of agricultural chemicals and supersonic aircraft on the stratospheric ozone led to erroneous conclusions because of assumed values for certain chemical rate constants (7) ; in connection with the "carbon dioxide problem" models support opposing views on the increase of the terrestrial biosphere (8) ; erroneous clinical laboratory data, with potentially dangerous diagnostic consequences, continue to appear in interlaboratory comparisons (9, 10) ; and inaccurate pollutant measurement procedures have led to overly stringent NOx controls (11) and misleading assessments of "photochemical oxidant" (ozone) pollution between neighboring regions (12) . • archival samples • quality methods and timely data for monitoring, and modelparameterization and validation
In view of these facts, the trace analyst has a number of very important contributions to make. First, because of the interdisciplinary nature of these sociochemical problems, it is vital that he participate in the overall definition and assessment of the problem in order to effectively identify the specific scientific (modeling, measurement) needs and limitations at the outset. The importance of interdisciplinary problem definition is increasingly illustrated by topical workshops attended by a broad class of experts, ranging from economists to biological and physical scientists. Instructive examples include: the assessment of the technological, economic, environmental and institutional incentives and barriers associated with hydrogen as an energy carrier (13) ; the examination of the scientific and societal issues linking the use of fossil fuel, the carbon cycle, and climate (14) ; and the establishment of an international environmental monitoring program of biological sampling and specimen banking (15) . This last example illustrates a second type of role for the analytical scientist which is assuming increasing importance: the collection and analysis of archival samples. Both natural archives (ice cores, ocean sediment, tree rings, . ..) and "anthropogenic"
archives (collections of artifacts, meteorites, atmospheric gases and particles, biological specimens, ...) carry chemical information about the past which seldom can be retrieved in any other way. Information on the paleoatmosphere, for example, has been derived from air trapped in the polar ice cores ( [16] [17] [18] , and tritium hydrology was established through the analysis of vintage wines (19) . From the perspective of trace analysis, archival samples serve as a critical resource to improve the quality of our knowledge as improved methods of analysis become available. In addition, they make possible the use of retrospective monitoring, when new or unsuspected environmental contaminants are discovered. As we shall see later, acquisition and preservation of high-quality chemical archives takes no little skill on the part of the analyst. radiation sources.) One consequence has been the discovery of all sorts of contaminants previously unsuspected and a re-examination of legislation (or regulations) which equated absence to "not detected". In order to set the stage for the subsequent discussion concerning the production of quality trace analytical data, specific examples illustrating the present concentration range are given in Table 1 . Before discussing the several entries in the table, two general observations may be made: (a) important contemporary problems may be readily identified corresponding to nearly every concentration decade from to 1017 (Note a); and (b) as two of the examples show, our concerns are not limited just to small concentrations or quantities of chemical species, but to small differential concentrations. Thus, it is appropriate to consider "differential trace analysis" within our purview. The importance of differential trace analysis, which necessarily implies high precision measurement, is that it applies to "just noticeable differences" in concentration which may signal important biological or environmental changes (induced by man). AGO2. An important factor in understanding the global CO2 cycle is the rate iptake in the oceans. The "secular increase in dissolved inorganic carbon (EGO2)" has been modeled as 0.35 percent per decade, but the (annual) change
is not yet measurable (8) .
Pesticides. Residues of organochlorine and organophosphorus pesticides must be measured at '\ppm concentrations in foods; overall imprecision (RSD) has been found from collaborative studies to be about 15% (22) .
Note a. Concentrations throughout the text are expressed in dimensionless units --e.g., g/g.
Quality of analytical results 719 LO2. A bold experiment is underway to estimate indirectly the total annual Tospheric production of CO2 by experimentally measuring the decrement in atmospheric oxygen. (Measurement of the atmospheric increment of CO2 yields only the "airborne fraction" of that production.) The. best existing measurenient precision (differential detection capability) is inadequate by about a factor of ten (23) .
Al (ice) .
Trace element impurity patterns in cores taken from the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets ("natural archives") are of special interest as a source of paleoenvironmental information on discrete events, as well as for pollutant trends and seasonal variations. Aluminum is important in that it serves as an excellent tracer for continental dust (24) .
Ti (liver). Thallium was identified as one of the "priority-i" trace elements of special environmental interest by the International Specimen Banking Workshop (15) ; its concentration in human liver is among the lowest in this priority class (25) .
Aflatoxins. These are toxic mold metabolites which are monitored in foods such as peanuts and eggs. At the 0.1 to 1.0 ppb level overall imprecision is about 40% (22) . Pt (liver). A "priority-2" level trace element (15) , platinum exhibits one of the lowest elemental concentrations yet measured in biological samples (26) 2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin has been characterized as the most toxic small molecule toxin known. Occurrence at the ppt level is already very serious; but collaborative studies have indicated significant difficulty with false positives and false negatives in complex matrices such as milk below about 9 ppt (.27).
(.groundwater). This cosmic ray produced nuclide with its 3.01 x 10 year half-life has special value for the dating of old groundwater, which in turn is important for identifying underground reservoirs that might be suitable for long-term storage of nuclear waste (28). It is noteworthy that the extremely low concentrations of this radionuclide have been measured by chemical rather than radiochemical means. The measurement process -accelerator mass spectrometry [AMS] (to be further discussed in the following section) -treats the 36C1 nuclei exactly like stable nuclei (which of course they are, prior to decay). l4 (atmospheric particles). Naturally-occurring radiocarbon is useful for distinguishing fossil from biogenic pollutant sources, and its measurement takes place by both chemical (AMS) and radiochemical detection schemes (29).
All organics (.water). Lamparski, quoting Donaldson (30) , notes that "every known organic compound could be detected in water at a level of io g/g or higher". This has profound implications for modern trace analysis, in terms of sensitivity vs. specificity, for an analyte "at the 10 ppt [101] concentration level in a sample matrix that is 99.9% pure [could have] interferences from as many as l0 compounds at concentrations l0 times higher" (31). 13CD4 (.air). Isotopically-unique "heavy methane" is so rare in the normal i€mosphere that a tiny point-source injection can be used successfully for long range (l03/km) air trajectory model validation. Measurements of this substance, as noted at "The Search for Zero" mass spectrometry symposium [Oct. 1980] , represents one of the more extreme challenges to trace analytical chemistry (32, 54) .
Although in the last decade or so the lower limit for "trace analysis" has been altered by a factor of i0 (10-6 to 1017), it is unlikely that so great a change will occur again. That is, the discipline is already approaching the natural limit set by Poisson noise.
If specificity and contamination are not limiting, and if one wishes an imprecision I RSD] of 1% and has an overall recovery-detection efficiency of 1% and initial sample size of 1 mole (host matrix), then the requisite analyte concentration ratio is about l08, since Poisson counting statistics require 1O detected analyte molecules. Recovery-efficiency changes can alter this by a factor of 100 at most, though non-contaminating enrichment (preconcentration) could significantly extend the range. Noble gases provide the best opportunity in this regard, and in what has been described as one of the most "heroic" experiments in modern radiochemistry, measurements have taken place at the level of 1029! [In the Brookhaven Solar Neutrino Experiment, a 100-day exposure leads to the destruction of about thirteen chlorine-37 atoms -determined by the 37Ar simultaneously produced -in 400,000 liters of tetrachloroethylene, which is equivalent to more than a megamole of 37C1 (33) .]
THE CHEMICAL MEASUREMENT PROCESS (CMP)
The CMP is the key to quality for analytical data. This process, which comprises all the steps which connect the estimated (reported) analyte concentration with its true value, must be rigorously defined, brought under control and exhaustively tested before quality results are posited. Besides internal control and validation procedures, to be discussed below, one of the most effective methods of external validation is the interlaboratory (or intermethod) comparison. While consistency among independent laboratories or independent methods is a necessary condition for accuracy, it may not be sufficient. (Sufficiency may be assumed, however, if wholly independent methods can be devised.) In order to make a direct test for accuracy it is desirable to apply the measurement process in question to one or more reference samples whose compositions are known (within acceptable bounds) and similar to those of samples to be measured. With the exception of standards designed specifically for instrument calibration, however, the result obtained from a reference sample must never be used to empirically "correct" the overall measurement process. Rather, discrepancies should serve to initiate the search for unanticipated sources of error.
Intercomparisons are nearly always revealing. One example, which illustrates both interlaboratory and standard reference material ISRM] comparison, is given in Fig. 2a (34) (Note b). By plotting results obtained by a given set of laboratories for two different samples in a modified "Youden diagram" (35), we can instantly discern systematic and random error components as well as occasional erratic results (blunders). The line drawn in Fig. 2a has special significance. Its location is totally independent of the pointsi.e., it is not "fitted". It has been drawn through the "true value" region as given by the SRM's, and its slope has been fixed at 45°. Deviations along the line thus represent proportionate, interlaboratory (systematic) error and displacements from the line give a measure of intralaboratory precision. As is frequently the case, here the interlaboratory component far outweighed the intralaboratory component. Although the average bias (mean for all of the laboratories) was relatively small in this example, that is not always the case. The laboratory component of error will sometimes arise from a nonrandom process (such as a mistake in theory) and the resulting Youden diagram will then exhibit clusters of points whose means may be well-displaced from the "truth" [Fig. 2b (36,37) ]. The Youden diagram is also helpful for blunder identification. The single result in Fig. 2a obtained without replication (point X), is far removed from the line, as a result of a mistake in measuring either the coal qr the fly ash sample. Clearly, replication is one of the most effective safguards against unanticipated blunders. The abbreviation SRM (Standard Reference Material) is used to denote materials which have:been certified by the U.S. National Bureau of Standards. The internationally-accepted generic terminology for such materials is now "Certified Reference Materials". 
CMP Structure and Assumptions
The above example illustrates a useful diagnostic tool for evaluating the nature and magnitude of errors which may be encountered in the trace analysis of complex materials. It does not, however, speak to our main problem: the identification and control of error sources in order to assure quality. That is best addressed in the context of the CMP. Fig. 3 gives a generalized representation of the structure and principal characteristics of the CMP, especially as related to trace analysis. As seen in the figure, the primary steps of sampling, sample preparation (including concentration, purification, mounting for instrumental measurement) and measurement lead to a "signal" y. Subsequent steps (evaluation of the signal or data reduction, and reporting) then yield the estimated result and its uncertainty U. Each of these steps permits the injection of error; and it is only through the detailed theoretical and experimental assessment of the assumptions and error structure of each step -as wel-l as the formal linkage of the entire sequence of steps -that one can produce a realistic estimate of the "quality" (reliability, range of applicability, robustness, sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, ...) of the overall CMP (37) (see Note c). Using the structure as indicated in Fig. 3 , we shall first offer some general comments on assumptions and error. Other matters having special relevance to trace analysis will be treated in the following subsections.
The "bottom line" in any evaluation of error for an analytical result ', is a statement of its overall uncertainty U. The error e, of course, is generally unknown, but its estimated bounds as given by Umust be presented for the result to be useful. U, which is not necessarily symmetric, is really a vector comprised of random and systematic components. Such components may be separately estimated by propagation of contributions from each of the CMP steps, and they should always be individually stated (40) . A very useful means to assure quality in the estimation of systematic and random components is to require consistency between internal and external estimates. An internal estimate, in this context, is given by propagation through the defined structure of the CMP (37, 41 Extraction of the estimated analyte concentration (which is a vector in the case of multicomponent analysis) from the observed signal y, requires an assumed model or functional relationship as symbolized in the first equation in Fig. 3 . In general y is given by some unknown functional relationship f of the blank B and the analyte components x1 ...
as well as independent variables such as energy B (or wavelength) and time t. When the true model approaches a linear expression having independent terms for each of the components (far right side of the equation for y), provided that the number and identities of the components are known, model error or bias will be negligible. More generally, imperfect model assumptions can be a leading cause of error in trace analysis, particularly in complex matrices. An explicit treatment of this question will be given below.
Before leaving the general issue of systematic () and random () error, it should be observed that these components may be interconvertible. That is, re-design of the CMP may allow the conversion A --S, or the reverse A.
The former conversion occurs when there is "real" replication, and it yields error reduction as n2; the latter conversion should be avoided, as it implies added, non-reducible bias which is often difficult to estimate. unsuspected sources of error in a set of data or a data-reduction model.
Comparing the observed with the expected variance (cJm2) one is often able to identify and correct such additional error. This process, which will be further discussed under detection theory, is an example of the Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) which forms the cornerstone of modern statistics. When the analytical signal consists of counts of individual (random) events, one has the good fortune of knowing the (minimum) measurement error (c) from Poisson counting statistics. We have often found it revealing to examine an observation set and its estimated variance (2) in terms of the Poisson error. Control charts illustrating the point are shown in Fig. 4 . As the sequence of "before-after" plots illustrates, foreknowledge of the expected random error magnitude allowed us to detect, and in these cases control, very significant contributions from non-measurement error. The four non-random sources shown are: (a) the effect of barometric pressure on the cosmic-ray background of a nuclear radiation detector (37) ; (b) the effect of a physically distorted sample holder on, the measurement of CaO by x-ray fluorescence spectroscopy (34); (c) the effect of sample gas impurities on an initial background measurement for a radiocarbon detector (43) ; and (d) the effect of an operator transcription mistake (sample pressure) on the measurement of a radiocarbon calibration sample (43) .
In all four cases the known Poisson error signaled lack of control, but transformation/rejection was based on independent experimental evidence. (Rejection of an observation simply because it is "outlying" is hazardous, especially with a small data set. At times, an "outlier" may be the only correct result!)
Assumed distributions for random error represent another source of difficulty in setting detection limits and confidence intervals. The symmetric 99.7% confidence interval extends ±3o from the mean for the normal distribution, but only ±2.3ci for the triangular distribution, and ±l.7c for the uniform distribution
For skewed or long-tailed distributions, this interval may be many times larger. Unfortunately, random error distributions are not always what we expect, and their tails (hence large confidence intervals) are very difficult to assess experimentally. For example, suppose that one were to make 100 observations of a chemical blank and wished to set the upper 5% limit. It follows from Poisson statistics that above the true 5% limit, one could expect to obtain anywhere from one to ten of the blanks. An illustration of presumed vs. observed distributions is given in Fig. 5 , which shows different characteristic deviations from the uniform distribution of the estimated digit from the use of a balance and of a buret (44) . / / 7"/ [2] , [7] ).
(Adapted from data in [7J Ref. 44.) 
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Normal distributions are most commonly assumed and most convenient to treat.
When one has a linear function (such as signal -blank) of two or more normally distributed variables, the resulting distribution is normal, and the variance is readily propagated (45) . Treatment of variance and uncertainty intervals is not so trivial, however, when one encounters non-normal and mixed distributions -as in the case of log-normally distributed concentrations of environmental species convolved with normally distributed measurement error (46) . Two useful approaches to these problems are the use of resistant or "distribution-free" statistics when normality cannot be assured, and the use of replication in order to bring about normality. An example of the first approach is the use of the median in place of the arithmetic mean; this has the added advantage of giving protection against isolated outliers (cf. Fig.  4c and 4d ). In fact, if one has more than eight observations, it is possible to estimate both the median and its 95% confidence interval from the data alone (no prior o-information), with immunity from an outlier of either sign (47) . The approach to normality through replication is a result of the Quality of analytical results
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Central Limit Theorem (48) which states that for any distribution as the number of observations (n) increases, the distribution of the arithmetic mean is asymptotically normal. The approach to normality is quite rapid, especially for modest confidence intervals and for symmetric distributions. (The distribution of means from a uniform distribution already looks quite "normal' by the time n=4 (49) .) To sum up: the likelihood of quality data and reliable conclusions (detection limits, confidence intervals) can be increased by converting residual systematic errors to random errors by repeating all steps of the CMP, and forcing normality through replicationwhile using distribution-free techniques when appropriate. These steps make all errors estimable (through 2) and confidence intervals reliable (through normality). Reduction of the standard error (as n'2) is an added benefit, though not the principal objective.
Reporting. Quality data, poorly reported, leads to needless information loss. This is especially true at the trace level, where results frequently hover about the limit of detection. In particular, reports of upper limits or not detected" can mask important information, make intercomparison impossible, and even produce bias in an overall data set. An example is given in Fig. 6 which relates to a very difficult radioanalytic problem involving fission products in seawater (36) . In this example, only six of the fifteen results could be fully compared and only eight could be used to calculate a mean. Since negative estimates were concealed by "ND" and "<", the mean was necessarily positively biased.
(The true value T in this exercise was, in fact, essentially zero; and the use of a robust estimator, the median {m] does give a consistent estimate.) Although upper limits convey more information than "ND", authors choose conventions ranging from the (possibly negative) estimated mean () plus one standard error to some sort of fixed "detection limit". Such differences are manifest when one finds variable upper limits from one laboratory but constant upper limits from another (50) . International comparison of Zr-Nb in sample SW-l-l of seawater (pCi/kg). The solution to the trace analysis reporting dilemma is to provide all relevant information, including as a minimum: the number of observations, the estimated value and its standard deviation (see Note d), and meaningful bounds for systematic error. More thorough treatments of this issue may be found in Eisenhart (40) , and Fennel and West (39) .
The estimated standard deviation s (or the standard error s/f) is preferred to a confidence interval, because s carries no assumption of normality.
(If he wishes to rely upon this assumption, the user may of course apply Student's -t.)
Sampling. Sampling forms the first link in the analytical chain. As such, it canmaintain or destroy the validity of the entire process. The most likely sources of sampling blunders in trace analysis are contamination, losses and heterogeneity (non-representative samples) .
Dangers associated with the first two factors are more or less obvious, i.e., the very fact that one has only a tiny amount of analyte to begin with means that small absolute gains (contamination) or losses can produce large relative errors. Contamination in sampling is often associated with the sampling apparatus, sampling personnel, or sampling medium; and it will be more specifically discussed when we treat the blank and the Environmental Specimen Bank. At extremely low concentrations, significant losses may occur through incomplete extraction of the sample from the host medium, volatilization, and/or chemical reaction (during storage or transport) and adsorption. Much helpful experience comes from radiochemistry and isotopic chemistry, where such problems with losses are countered or effectively monitored through the addition of known amounts of carriers or isotopic tracers at the earliest possible stage.
To use such a technique effectively, it is important, of course, to pay attention to one of the basic tenets of isotope dilution methodology: to assure complete isotopic exchange among the possible varied chemical or physical forms of the analyte.
Heterogeneity poses some special problems for trace analysis. First, as the sampling error frequently greatly exceeds the measurement error (51, 52) , the actual limits of detection or quantitation may be far poorer than would otherwise be expected for the given CMP. Second, if the trace analyte exists primarily in very localized regions of the host medium -such as at interfaces or in individual particles, then random sampling has a good chance of completely missing the analyte fraction (see Note e) .
This is not because of bias -random sampling is always an unbiased procedure -but because of serious statistical inefficiency in an extremely heterogeneous medium. Solutions to this problem include (a) the analysis of the entire sample medium, (tb) complete mixing to achieve a homogeneous medium, or (c) stratified sampling. While (a) and (b) may not always be feasible, (c) generally is. One limitation to mixing, unless one can produce a true solution free from concentration gradients, is that heterogeneity is apt to remain on a microscale (56). In fact, the possible existence of "microhomogeneity" generally dictates the minimum sample sizes which may be safely used for certified mixtures, such as Standard Reference Materials (57) . Also, the mixing operation itself, may lead to difficulties: shaking of particle assemblages having different sizes, compositions and densities is likely to produce nonuniform mixtures. Stratified sampling, which is designed to sample regions of different composition in a representative manner, is often the method of choice (58) .
(Sampling within each of the strata remains random.) Given a heterogeneous medium, it can be shown that the stratified sample is more efficient (has better precision) than the random sample, and it is less likely to yield an extremely low or extremely high result when one is dealing with ultratrace analysis. Either random or systematic samples may, of course, be combined to form a composite sample before analysis. This operation conserves analytical time, but the cost is information loss on the extent of heterogeneity and its spatial (temporal) patterns.
Reference Materials (See Note b). Perhaps the best possible means to assure CMP validity is through the use of Standard Reference Materials (SRM's). The importance of this means of validation is underscored by the fact that the year 1981 marks the 75th anniversary of the certification of the first Note e. Heterogeneity is not limited to physical (spatial) variations. Tem- poral heterogeneity is well appreciated by those concerned with time-averaged pollutant concentrations, for example (53) .
reference materials by the U. S. National Bureau of Standards (NBS) (62) . One of the first four SRM's, still in use today, was originally issued in 1906 specifically for technological development -in this case, for use in establishing the accuracy of analytical methods for determining the composition of grey cast irons. Of the 1000 or so SRM's currently available, a major fraction are directly applicable to the establishment and control of quality in industrial processes, while significant numbers have been produced for specific applications to metrology, and environmental and clinical measurements. Some perspective on the importance of SRM's is given by the fact that some 30 clinical SRM's are contributing to the improvement of the reliability of more than 4 x l0 measurements made annually; and that NBS currently distributes more than 40,000 units annually to approximately 10,000 users world-wide. The certification process itself, in which two or more reliable, independent methods are used to derive estimated analyte concentrations and uncertainties, is necessarily a model for high quality (trace) analysis. To the extent possible, "definitive" methods, having a sound theoretical and proven experimental base, high precision and negligible systematic error are employed in this process (57) .
In order to provide a glimpse of the nature of current SRM's, we indicate the major classes of SRM's in Table 2 , and we shall briefly discuss three of the more recently-issued materials. The first of these is SRM 909, the first human serum to be certified by NBS for constituents normally found in human serum. This SRM, which is used to assess the accuracy of clinical methods for inorganic and organic constituents, consists of six vials of freeze-dried human serum and six vials of high purity water to reconstitute the serum. A copy of the official announcement for this material is given in Fig. 7 .
It is worth noting that this SRM is representative of a broad class in which a number of analytes have been certified in their native matrix, and for which there has been a continuing and wide-ranging need for a common reference material for the development and maintenance of reliable analytical methods (63) . Concurrent with the development of such SRM's has been the development of the "definitive" methods of analysis, in many cases based on isotope dilution/mass spectrometry (64) . In addition to the information concerning SRM 909 given in the announcement, there are some special notes concerning its use, storage and uncertainty limits. Regarding the first of these points, users are cautioned against the possibility of hepatitis transmission. As stated in the SRM certificate: "Although this product was tested with licensed third generation reagents and found nonreactive for the presence of hepatitis B surface antigen (HB5AG), no known test method can offer assurances that products derived from human blood will not transmit hepatitis." With respect to storage, "The freeze-dried serum should be stored in a refrigerator at a temperature between 2 and 8 °C. It should not be frozen nor exposed to sunlight or ultraviolet radiation. Under the recommended storage conditions, this SRM is expected to be stable for at least one year; [but it] is not certified for use after one year from date of purchase." Finally, there is an interesting point concerning uncertainty bounds. That is, the accuracy and even the uncertainty symmetry depends upon how the user reconstitutes the serum. For higher accuracy, and symmetric uncertainty bounds, the reconstitution must be done by mass. Simple transfer of the freeze-dried serum contents of a vial without weighing results in concentration uncertainties which are sometimes larger by a factor of ten, and which are quite asymmetric. This follows from the observed non-Gaussian distribution of masses obtained in filling the vials, which were skewed in the direction of high mass.
The problem of analyte instability, overcome by the reconstitution approach with SRM 909, was solved in an interesting manner for a recent environmental reference material, SRM 1644 -Polynuclear Aromatic Hydrocarbons in Water.
In this case nominally l0 g/g concentrations of anthracene, benz(a)-anthracene and benzo(a)pyrene are made available through the use of "generator columns" which are packed with glass beads coated with the compound of interest. The thermodynamic, temperature-dependent solubility serves as the basis for known concentrations, as passage of water through the columns produces saturated aqueous solutions. By controlling the temperature between 10 °C and 30 °C, for example, one can prepare known concentrations of benzoa)pyrene ranging from 0.6 to 2.3 x l0 g/g (65). The Office of Standard Reference Materials announces the availability of a Human Serum Standard Reference Material. SRM 909 was developed for use in assessing the accuracy of clinical methods for specified constituents in human serum, calibrating instrumentation used in these analyses, and validating in-house or commercially produced quality control materials.
The SRM consists of six vials of freeze-dried human serum and six vials of high-purity water to reconstitute the serum. The Certificate of Analysis for the reconstituted serum lists certified concentrations of calcium, cholesterol, chloride, glucose, lithium, potassium,and uric acid.
The constituents were determined at NBS by definitive methods, which are highly accurate analytical methods. Isotope dilution mass spectrometric procedures were used for determining the constituents. Constituents, such as sodium and urea, are also being determined for certification by definitive methods while enzymes are being determined cooperatively by "best available" methods. The Certificate of Analysis will be revised periodically to include new information as it becomes available. SRM 909 is the first human serum certified by NBS for constituents found normally in human serum. A recently issued human serum matrix, SRM 900, is certified for four antiepilepsy drugs at subtherapeutic, therapeutic, and toxic A final illustration of a trace analysis reference material is given by SRM 1580, Trace Organics in Shale Oil. This material has been certified in connection with the need to reliably assess the environmental effects of developing new fuel sources, and it serves also as a useful material for evaluating generally the reliability of methods of trace organic analysis in an oil matrix. The need for this certified reference material was demonstrated by an interlaboratory comparison of another oil shale sample for EPA priority pollutants. According to the official announcement for SRM 1580 (Spring, 1980) , "in the analysis of a similar shale oil sample [not SRM 1580], nine laboratories showed disagreement ... the determination of fluoranthene ranged from 61 to 220 pg/g land] phenol from 180 to 399 pg/g". [In SRM 1580, the certified concentrations for these two compounds are 55 ± 5 pg and 407 ± 50 pg/g, respectively. The estimated uncertainties are intended to correspond to approximately 95% confidence limits.) Clearly "certification by concensus" can be a dangerous path (66, 67) .
Specificity and the Blank Specificity. There is no greater aid to high-quality trace analysis than highly specific instrumental or chemical separation techniques; and there is no greater limitation than the magnitude and variation of the blank. Without effective chemical or instrumental resolution of interfering species, there would be little hope of determining analytes at the levels shown in Table 1 .
That is, even in relatively pure matrices, for analytes sought at concentrations below there will be overwhelming quantities of potentially interfering species in enormously greater concentrations.
Specificity may be considered in a general sense in terms of two continuing products P and q, where P represents the probability that the analyte will survive an entire sequence of [ni chemical and/or instrumental discrimination steps; and Q, the probability that an interfering substance (k) will survive those same steps. Optimal specificity is thus given by
The quantities p and q( refer to the loss of analyte and interfering species-k as a result of the th discrimination step, and therefore maximizing p gives the optimal recovery or efficiency for the analyte, and minimizing Q(k) gives minimal interference-k or maximum decontamination. The ideal (P=l, Q=O), which is unattainable, would correspond to unique analytical identification (if the analyte signal is non-zero). Designing an optimal CMP for detecting ultratrace species in complex matrices thus reduces to striking the best possible balance between Equations (la) and (lb). The balance required of course depends on the initial amounts of the analyte and interfering substances, and imperfect specificity (P<l, Q>O) can be compensated for when analyte and contaminant have different response patterns. That is, "overlapping" responses, such as chromatograms or spectra may be mathematically resolved -given sufficient measurement precision and response pattern differences.
In order to illustrate specificity at its best, two current examples will be discussed in parallel, one consisting primarily of chemical resolution steps and the other, of instrumental resolution steps. These are shown in Fig. 8 . The left portion of the figure shows highlights from the scheme for uniquely determining 2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (2378-TCDD) at a concentration of l02 in the presence of (pesticide) contaminants having a millionfold higher concentration (31) . The right-hand side of the figure outlines the scheme for determining at a concentration of ,\4014, in which a decontamination factor of 1017 has been achieved through purely instrumental means (68) . In each case the recovery (P) was monitored by means of an internal isotopic standard, which is almost a mandatory procedure when carrying out such extreme separations at ultratrace levels. The recovery for 2378-TCDD was a respectable 40%, while that for was just 0.1%. This latter value, while low, was nevertheless adequately normalized by means of the (naturally present) stable isotope, and it was sufficient to yield an acceptable signal. As indicated in the figure, following very substantial initial clean-up measures, the primary steps to resolve 2378-TCDD from the 21 other TCDD isomers consisted of three sequential chromatographic separations, whose mechanisms depended on substantially different molecular parameters. It is significant that the isomer-specific chromatographic separations combined with low-resolution mass spectrometry have succeeded in providing reliable results for heavily contaminated sample matrices, whereas less complete chemical separation combined with capillary column gas chromatographhigh resolution mass spectrometry has failed (31) . Purely instrumental resolution of natural levels of from 14N and 12C-molecular fragments more abundant by a factor of l0l3 has been achieved by major discrimination steps involving enormous differences in lifetimes of negative carbon and nitrogen ions, acceleration to energies yielding complete molecular fragmentation, and finally nieasurement by particle-specific nuclear detectors (68).
The Blank. With the existing capabilities of "single-atom-detection" (21) and the enormous specificity available through multistep chromatography and accelerator mass spectrometry it might seem that there is no limit to ultrasensitive trace analysis -until one considers the blank (See Fig. 9 ).
Unfortunately, there is no alternative to extreme vigilence when treating the limitations imposed by the blank. In the best of circumstances the mean value of the blank might be expected to be constant and its fluctuations ("noise") normally distributed. Given an adequate number of observations, one could estimate the standard deviation of this noise and therefore set detection limits and precisions for trace signals. In situations where the chemical (analyte) blank remains small compared to the instrumental noise blank this procedure may be valid, as in many low-level counting experiments. Even here, however, to assume that the noise is normally or Poisson distributed, or to estimate the background from one or two observations is to invite deception. As indicated in Fig. 9 , there is a significant chance (5% for normallydistributed blanks) that the expected value of the noise (blank standard deviation) will exceed the observed difference between two blanks by a factor of 16! Subtle perturbations arise even in the instrumental blank situation. For example, if the analyte detection efficiency changes discretely or even fluctuates, it is quite possible that the instrumental blank will suffer a disproportionate change (69) . [In order to provide some degree of control over the interpretation of instrumental background, we recommend that it be reported as "Background Equivalent Concentration" (50) .]
Certain special cases occur where the blank can be reliably estimated, and therefore adjusted, indirectly. This is the situation: for "on-line" coincidence cancellation of the cosmic-ray mu-meson component of the background in low-level radioactivity measurement (where there is not even a stochastic residue from the adjustment process) ; for the adjustment of the baseline (due generally to multiple interfering processes) in the fitting of spectra or chromatograms; and for correction for isonuclidic contamination (due to interfering nuclear reactions) in high sensitivity nuclear activation analysis. These last two cases will be treated later in the text.
When the blank is due to contamination (as opposed to interferences or instrumental background), high quality trace analysis is at its greatest risk. Assumptions of constancy, normality or even randomness are not to be trusted. An apparent analyte signal may be almost entirely due to contamination (70); and blank correction must take into account its point(s) of introduction and subsequent analyte recoveries. The randomness assumption may be inappropriate because the blank may depend upon the specific history of the sample, container or reagents (71). Also when procedures are applied to real sample matrices as opposed to pure solutions blank problems abound, as was observed, for example, in the analysis of Pb (at a concentration of 30 ng/g) in porcine blood in contrast to aqueous solutions (72). (Reference 72 is also commended to the reader for a more complete treatment of the blank in trace analysis.)
The most severe test of this sort comes when "blind" blanks together with samples at or near the detection limit, all in actual sample matrices, are submitted for analysis. Horwitz, for example, referring to collaborative tests of "unknowns" for 2378-TCDD in pure solutions, beef fat, and human milk, noted that significant numbers of false negatives began to appear when concentrations were less than 9 x 1012, and that false positives increased from 19% for blank "standards" to over 90% for human milk samples (73)! Finally, an instructive display of blank variations is given in Fig. 10 , which derives from a recent investigation of blanks connected with the analysis of chromium at the ng/g level in biological and botanical SRM's by isotope dilution mass spectrometry (74). Worth noting are the facts that: (a) two discrete and significant steps of reduction took place, with an overall reduction by about a factor of 20; (b) within given regions one observes wide variations (factor of 2 in region I) and local non-random variations (trend around blank-21, region III); (c) the blanks are always positive, consistent with contamination as the source. The excursions seen in regions I and II imply that uncontrolled variables are significantly affecting the blank and that normality and randomness might be misleading assumptions (see Note f). This is supported by the very large changes brought about through control of environmental and procedural variables as indicated in the figure caption.
[Sub-boiling distillation of HNO3, for example, reduced total inorganic impurities by a factor of 100, to 2.3 ppb (55)]. One is led to the conclusion that, unless or until the maximum blank excursions are trivial compared to other sources of measurement error, the best course includes: continual monitoring of the blank, provision of the highest purity reagents and cleanest possible apparatus, and above all isolation of the operator and his environment (atmosphere) from the sample (75).
Note f. For protection against occasional outliers without outright rejection and mild non-normality, we are investigating the use of various "robust" statistics (as the median) taking an adequate number of observations. For reliable application of these methods it is desirable to treat the sample in exactly the same manner as the blank (76). 
Detection Theory and Hypothesis Testing
Central to all decisions based on the outcomes of stochastic experiments is the statistical theory of Hypothesis Testing (77). The theory has its most obvious and well-utilized application to trace analysis in connection with the Detection Limit (78). Its importance for Analytical Chemical decisionmaking extends well beyond this particular application, however, and therefore it is worth investing a few paragraphs to expose the assumptions and chemical applications of this theory (see Fig. 11 ).
DETECTION • HYPOTHESIS TESTING
• false-positives, -negatives (a,j3)
• analyte detection -and a (concentration) needed -explicit algorithm needed [] -effects of interference, degrees of freedom, number of decisions, systematic error.
• bias detection 
II
The basic issue we wish to address is whether one primary hypothesis [the null hypothesis", H0] describes the state of the system at the point (or time) of sampling or whether one or more "alternative hypotheses" [H1, H2. and we falsely conclude that it is in state H0, that is called an error of the second kind, and it corresponds in trace analysis to a false negative. The probabilities of making correct decisions are therefore 1-a [given H0) and 1-13 (given H1); l-is also known as the "power" of the test, and it is fixed by 1-a (or and 5D One major objective in selecting a CMP for trace analysis is thus to achieve adequate detection power (i-s) at the signal level of interest 5D' while minimizing the risk (a) of false positives.
Given a and (commonly taken to be 5% each), there are clearly two derived quantities of interest: S for making the detection decision, and the detection limit.
An assumption underlying the above test procedure is that the estimated net signal S is an independent random variable having a known distribution. (This is identical to the prerequisite for specifying confidence intervals.) Thus knowing (or having a statistical estimate for) the standard deviation of the estimated net signal 5, one can calculate S and 5D' given the form of the distribution and a and . If the distribution is normal, and a=5=0.05, 5iir329 o and 5C5D'2• Thus, the relative standard deviation of the estimated net signal equals 30% at the detection limit (78). Incidentally, the theory of differential detection follows exactly that of detection, except that ASJND (the "just noticeable difference") takes the place of S, and for H0 reference is made to the base level S of the analyte rather than the zero
level (blank). A small fractional change (AS/S)D thus requires even smaller imprecision.
Obviously, the smallest detection limits obtain for interference-free measurements and in the absence of systematic error. Allowance for these factors not only increases D' but (at least in the case of systematic error) distorts the probabilistic setting, just as it does with confidence intervals. Special treatments for these questions and for non-normal distributions are needed, but are beyond the scope of this paper. Not so obvious perhaps is the fact that 5D depends on the specific algorithm selected for data reduction. As with interference effects on 5D' this dependence comes about because of the effect on o, the standard deviation of the estimated net signal. Some more explicit coverage of these matters appears in reference 37, and some will be given below in the discussion of the IAEA y-ray spectrum evaluation intercomparison.
Hypothesis testing is extremely important for other phases of chemical analysis, in addition to the question of analyte detection limits. Through the use of appropriate test statistics, one may test data sets for bias, for unexpected random error components, for outliers, and even for erroneous evaluation (data reduction) models (37) . Because of statistical limitations of such tests, especially when there are relatively few degrees of freedom, they are somewhat insensitive (lack power) except for quite large effects. For this reason it is worth considerable effort on the part of the analyst to construct his CMP so that it is as free from or resistant to bias, blunders, and imperfect models as possible. Fig. 12 gives an illustration of the difficulties of detecting both systematic error and excess random error. There we see that just to detect systematic error when it is comparable to the random error (ci) requires about 15 observations; and to detect an extra random error component having a comparable a requires 47 observations (34) . In a simple case involving model error it has been shown that analyte components omitted from a least-squares multicomponent spectrum fitting exercise must be significantly above their detection limits (given the correct model) before mis-fit statistics signal the error (37) . This limitation in "statistical power" to prevent significant model error bias, especially in the fitting of multicomponent spectra, is one of the most important reasons for developing multidimensional chemical or instrumental procedures and improved detectors of high specificity or resolution.
100. One example will be given to illustrate the successful use of a test statistic (x2) to assess the accuracy of a fitting model. This involves an assumed linear calibration curve for the analysis of CaO by x-ray fluorescence analysis. Critical to the success of the statistical test was knowledge of the intrinsic (Poisson) random error standard deviation. Residual patterns before and after using this knowledge are shown in Fig. 4b , the final pattern of deviations being given as a function of sample position (34) . In this case H0 (straight line calibration model) was rejected by the extremely large value of x2/degree of freedom, about 50 for five degrees of freedom, the critical level (=0.O5) being just 2.2.
Data Evaluation -Pitfalls Associated with Peak Detection
The final phase of the CMP consists of data reduction. Just as with each of the other serial steps of the CMP, this final step can seriously compromise the quality of the overall result if an inaccurate evaluation model is employed. To illustrate some of the pitfalls which may arise, the problem of multicomponent peak detection will be examined.
Before examining this issue in detail, let us first consider the various classes of evaluation models. These range from the most general form given in the first equation in Fig. 3 , to the simplest, gross signal minus blank, discussed earlier. Taking E to represent a controllable discrete or continuous experimental variable (energy, time, location, ...), we find
full spectrum
y(tE)
point observation
where: y represents the gross signal; B, the baseline or background or blank (including unresolved interference); x1, ...x, the concentrations of analytes 1, . . .P; A, the calibration matrix for these P-components; e, the random error vector; E, a restricted "peak region" of the controlled variable, and S=AX, the net signal or "peak area" for a single component.
The transition from the highly-convolved, generally non-analytic, non-linear model (2a) to the extremely simple point observation model (2e) comes about through chemical and instrumental specificity. Equation (2b) represents the situation in which the model is linear; and (2c) and (2d) arise when component responses are restricted to localized regions tE. To illustrate the role of evaluation models in trace analysis we shall focus on these two equations which cover a major fraction of the situations in chromatography and spectroscopy. Equation (2c) differs from (2d) in that it includes a term for overlapping peaks A(\E).x. In all of the equations but the last, all quantities except mc are functions of the controlled variable. They are generally not simple mathematical functions, however; ignoring this fact is a principal reason for bias in data reduction. The error term eCE) is very special. Reliable knowledge about its magnitude (i.e., cm), distribution, and independence (or correlation) is mandatory to assure accurate deconvolution. Resolution and detection limits are, in turn, directly controlled by this final term.
From the perspective of equations (2c) and (2d), we find the following information critical for successful trace analytical peak evaluation: (a) the selection of the correct numbers and locations (energy, wavelength, time) of overlapping peaks, (b) establishing the correct shape for the baseline, and (c) the proper application of statistical detection theory for extracting subliminal peaks from the measurement noise. The problem of unresolved peaks is especially severe when one is searching for a trace component in the presence of a large neighbor. Frequently a perfectly adequate fit may be obtained when the trace member is eccluded from the model (even though it exceeds its detection limit). At the same time, this omission adds significant bias to the estimate for the major peak (34, 37) . Both the difficulty of this problem and the importance of non-statistical solutions are immediately evident from Fig. 13 . In this figure close lying y-ray lines are shown for two radioactive gold nuclei (important in activation analysis) which are essentially non-separable (by chemistry or differential decay). What looks like a doublet with the primordial Nal y-ray detector becomes a quartet under the resolution of Ge(Li).
Inaccurate baseline shapes probably account for the second most important difficulty in peak fitting, following the questions of the number and location of peaks. Incorrect assumptions about baseline shapes in fact play the same part in peak detection and estimation as do inaccurate blanks, in simple analyte measurements. Probably the most common assumption used in peak estimation is that the baseline is linear. If non-linearities are small compared to random measurement errors over the width of the peaks, which is commonly the case, then the assumption is acceptable, and little bias (or false positives and negatives) will result (79). Small amounts of simple non-linearity may also be tolerated using somewhat more sophisticated fitting techniques, but assumed (mathematical) analytic shapes may nevertheless fail to adequately represent the contortions of real baselines.
A dual approach to the problem was taken a few years ago, in which the fitted baseline is not required to conform to any particular niathenmatical function, but rather to be consistent with the following: (a) the shape of the peak being estimated, (b) the observed gross spectrum (peak plus baseline) and its random errors, and (c) the maximum "smoothness" allowed by (a) and (b) (80). This method which has been dubbed the Smoothest Consistent Baseline (SCB) , is an example of fitting a "partially known model" -peak shape known, baseline shape not known -in which the partial knowledge is recognized rather than being replaced with an assumed analytic function. Solution is made possible by the inequality constraint (minimum baseline structure), and the fit is accomplished through the use of the Lagrange undetermined multiplier. The dual part of this approach is to employ physical-chemical knowledge of the possible local excursions in actual baseline structure, in order to estimate limits for peak bias. This follows from a "Bias Matrix" which derives directly from the constrained fit (80).
An illustration of a rather severe deviation from baseline linearity is given in Fig. 14 which shows a y-ray peak (65Zn) above a Compton edge of 60Co. In Fig. 15 one superposition of the 65Zn peak with this non-linear, non-analytic baseline is given (top-most curve), as well as the true baseline and the SCBderived baseline. This method of peak detection is currently being extended to the resolution of a peak doublet on a baseline of uncertain shape, and its mathematical properties are being further examined (81).
One of the most revealing tests of -y-ray peak evaluation algorithms was undertaken by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) in 1977. In this exercise, some 200 participants including this author were invited to apply their methods for peak estimation, detection and resolution to a simulated data set constructed by the IAEA. The basis for the data were actual Ge(Li) x-ray observations made at high precision. Following this, the intercomparison organizers systematically altered peak positions and intensities, added known replicate Poisson random errors, created a set of marginally detectable peaks, and prepared one spectrum comprising nine doublets. The advantage was that the "truth was known" (to the IAEA), so the erercise provided an authentic test of precision and accuracy of the crucial evaluation step of the CMP.
Standard, doublet and peak detection spectra are shown in Fig. 16 and 17; and Fig. 18 summarizes the results (82,83) . While most participants were able to produce results for the six replicates of 22 easily detectable single peaks, less than half of them provided reliable uncertainty estimates. Twothirds of the participants attacked the problem of doublet resolution, but only 23% were able to provide a result for the most difficult case. (Accuracy assessment for the doublet results was not even attempted by the IAEA because of the unreliability of participants' uncertainty estimates!) Of special import from the point of view of trace analysis, however, was the outcome for the peak detection exercise. The results were astonishing. Of the 22 subliminal peaks, the number correctly detected ranged from 2 to 19. Most participants reported at most one spurious peak, but large numbers of false positives did occur, ranging up to 23! Considering the modeling and computational power available today, it was most interesting that the best peak detection performance was given by the "trained eye" (visual method). In view of the difficulties with peak detection, even given an ideal simulated data set, and because of its overriding importance at the limits of trace analysis, it should be instructive to look more closely at the peak detection process. This is outlined in Fig. 19 . At the outset we may note some difficulties which are absent: we know that there is (at most) a single peak at each location (no overlap), that the baseline is for the most part linear, and the errors are Poisson and independent. The peak selected in DATA EVALUATION-IAEA derivative (18), cross correla tion (17) In the spectral region shown, this filter yielded a maximum between channels 285 and 286, giving an estimated net signal S of 1291 ± 362 counts (one Poisson standard deviation). As S/a0 exceeds the critical level of the test statistic, 3.45, we reject the H0-hypothesis and conclude that a real peak is present. (a is the standard deviation of for the null case, when S=0.)
Multiple peak detection, as in this IAEA exercise, adds a new facet to detection theory as previously presented. That is, the H0-test statistic (zC or equivalently SC=ZCOO) must take into account both the false positive risk a and the number of decisions overall being made n. Because of the large number of channels being searched, taking into account the energy resolution, n200. The effective single-decision risk a' is thus decreased from 0.05 to l-(l-a)'2.6 x l0. ZC is accordingly increased from 1.64 to 3.45. An analogous increase takes place in the detection limit In this case there are k=22 opportunities to produce false negatives, so ' is decreased to 2.3 x l0. The effects on the critical level and detection limit of these multiple statistical tests is shown graphically in the figure (84).
THE ANALYTICAL MEASUREMENT PROCESS (AMP)
We now return to the initial topic of this manuscript, the relationship of high quality analytical chemistry to the external environment especially as related to man's technological development. The broader issue thus concerns the societal context in which analytical questions are formed and the manner in which the analytical data are interpreted for decision making. The process is necessarily iterative, with initial questions addressing the overall objective of the sampling and analytical measurement, the appropriate In this process an initial identification will be made of critical information which may be obtained from scientific measurements and modeling, and the task of designing an adequate AMP may follow. In the best of circumstances this may involve measurement of a single species or property; but much more commonly, the analytical scientist is faced with the need to design a process to deconvolve what nature (or man) has blended together. Very often this requires an astute sampling design (in time and space) together with the use of "chemical fingerprints" to identify or resolve environmental processes or sources (See Note g). The question of what and how to measure thus reduces to one of matching the identified needs with CMP's having adequate "informing power" (85).
(The frequent alternative of simply applying the CMP at hand, regardless of its performance characteristics or range of chemical species, often yields ambiguous or misleading information.) Following the introduction of a schema to define the AMP we shall examine one specific problem (Receptor Modeling) and consider the role of Archival Samples.
Note g. The term "environmental" is used here in its most general sensei.e., to describe all parts of the external (non-CMP) system to which chemical analysis may be applied. It may thus refer to a biological, industrial, geologic, or even cosmic process.
Structure of the AMP A representation of the Analytical Measurement Process is given in Fig. 20 . The input to the AMP is a quantifiable vector 0 for which society needs an estimate. There may be just one pre-specified component for 0, or it may consist of any one of several alternative components (1, 2, . . .P) [classifi- cation], or it may consist of a superposition of several (time and space varying) components [resolution] . Examples range from a particular disease to be diagnosed to "reading' the historical (and pre-historical) record of natural and anthropogenic pollutant sources as archived in glaciers or sediment.
Having identified the environmental vector of interest, we next must consider just what chemical species (x1, x2, . . .xm) will remain following the external (environmental) process for the reliable estimation of the components of 0. In an ideal world each O would correspond to a specific and each x would be robust (with respect to environmental perturbations and uncertain assumptions and models) and adequately quantifiable. Occasionally this happens: a specific 0 may be the only source of a unique "marker element" xk. More commonly several xi's are associated with several other 0i' the task becomes one of deducing adequate chemical vectors or patterns (x1, x2, .. .x,)
for each of the source vectors 0. It is not an exaggeration to emphasize that these steps constitute the most important and most difficult part of the effort -identifying the critical environmental components, and specifying the chemical (or physical) quantities most likely to lead to a unique and reliable solution to the environmental problem. It is at this stage, and in the construction of an adequate sampling scheme, that the analytical scientist can make his most crucial contribution, using his "fingerprints" x are examined using appropriate CMP's, and deconvolution of the estimated values yields estimates for the external quantities of interest 1.
Quality of analytical results
The selection of an appropriate (set of) CMP's is next, given the sampling strategy and the nature and expected concentrations of the x's. From the perspective of the AMP, these CMP's must be absolutely appropriate and reliable. Technical expertise in this area on the part of the analyst is mandatory and his ability to produce quality data is a foregone conclusion by others in society who would enlist his aid in attacking the external problems. (The difficulty in meeting this mandate, the subject of the preceeding section, unfortunately is not fully appreciated by large segments of society.) After the selection and execution of the CMP-set, one has an estimated x-vector ?, and the classical analytical chemical task is complete.
The final scientific task, however, remains: deconvolution of the estimated chemical concentrations, in order to derive an estimate for an external vector 0'. This is the realm of modeling. Success in estimating the initial vector 0 (as opposed to a model-created vector 0') depends upon the validity of the assumptions underlying the model, and whether the model presents an adequate representation of reality. In this regard, one of the most important contributions of quality analytical data is in the area of model validation (28, 86). Methods of deconvolution range from the use of:
(a) complex, hierarchical deterministic and stochastic geophysical models (5,87); to (b) models which presume only environmental paths or linkages and use multivariate analytical data to deduce unobservable or "latent" variables (88) Formally, the matrix equation Equation (3) (See Fig. 20) relating the observed chemical signal x to the source vector 0 is nearly identical to Equation (2) , which represented the relation of the analytical signal y (instrument response) to this same chemical vector x. But the difference is enormous. First, the equations are connected in a hierarchical manner, the solution of the one becoming the input to the other. Second, the model matrix A for equation (2) has a very good chance of being accurately understood, evaluated, and controlled. The model matrix M for Equation (3) suffers in all of these respects, and depends entirely on the luck and perspicacity of the analytical scientist in constructing an adequate representation of the natural process. Of primary importance in this regard, as mentioned above, is the selection of reliable, informative chemical species for analysis. One major distinction between the chemical system (CMP) and the environmental system (AMP) is that we are not in control. The assumptions of randomness and stationarity are exceedingly difficult to defend for the environmental system, so we can only hope to circumvent this problem through the selection of robust species and shrewd sampling strategies. Another signal difference is that in the chemical system we frequently have the opportunity to separate (chemically or instrumentally) the various chemical components, yielding interference-free detection limits and decreased dependence on model assumptions. Nature does not provide specificity, however; therefore deconvolution, with all of its limitations and pitfalls is the only route available. Despite these differences, the formal solutions to Equations (2) and (3) necessarily proceed in parallel. One significant difference between the two equations is the error term. In Equation (2), e is a random error in the gross signal, and it is generally normally-distributed; ex in Equation (3) however, refers to the actual chemical concentration variations. Under the best of circumstances, ex is randomly distributed, but it is likely to be log-normal.
One receptor modeling illustration will be given. Fig. 21 depicts the chemical profile for an ambient sample of fine (<2.5 pm-diameter) atmospheric particles collected in Portland, Oregon during the autumn of 1977. Included in the figure are composition profiles of the four presumed sources 0 giving rise to the carbon in the particles. Chemical species used to characterize each of the patterns are: radiocarbon (14C/12C), total-carbon, silicon, nickel, and lead. The objective of the study was to deduce the sources. These measurements formed part of a larger two-year investigation, the Portland Aerosol Characterization Study, whose objective was to assess the relative importance of urban and non-urban (transported) particulate pollution sources to the air quality in downtown Portland (29,92). Carbon is a substance of special interest, because of its effects on health, climate and visibility (93). Of particular importance in this regard also was an assessment of the relative carbon contributions from man's activities and from natural processes. Design of the AMP, including 0 and x identification, took these facts into account. It was surmised, for example, (based on an emissions inventory and other "prior" information) that 0 should have primarily only the four components shown, and that 14C, Si, Ni, and Pb might serve as reasonably reliable "unique markers" for each of them. Measurement of total carbon provided one degree of freedom for a consistency check.
The problem represented in Fig. 21 is an example of Chemical Mass Balance, and source strength estimates 0 result simply from inverting (or leastsquares fitting) the matrix equation 3. Details of the solutions are given in Fig. 22 . The conclusion is that vegetative carbon C accounts for about one-fourth of the total particle mass and 80% of the carbonaceous mass.
POLLUTANT SOURCE RESOLUTION -MODEL Carbon from motor vehicles (i5% of the total particle mass) is the only remaining significant source of the carbon in the sample. The importance of this conclusion, for Portland, is due to the fact that major sources for potential vegetative carbon pollution are associated with man's burning of wood and grass in connection with grass seed ("field burning") and timber ("slash burning") industries and with the use of wood as a residential fuel. At the time of sampling (October 18, 1977) major slash burning was underway in a neighboring forest, and the receptor model results were therefore decisive in indicating the importance of this source to the fine particulate pollution in the city. By multiplying the l result (Ca) by the fine particle concentration, this contribution was found to be quite significant, 13 pg/m3-C (or 21 pg/m3-fine particles) from vegetative burning (94).
The independent confirmation of 01 (i.e., Co), through the measurement of radiocarbon, had major importance. That is, since the 14C concentration in vegetation is equivalent to that in all living matter and the concentration in fossil fuel is nil, this isotope gives a unique measure of the biogenic component. The second estimate for C (24.5%) is indirect, and therefore subject to a number of possible model (and parameter) uncertainties not affecting the radiocarbon estimate. For this reason, and because of the increasing concern with man's contributions to carbonaceous gases and particles in the atmosphere, environmental radiocarbon measurements are assuming considerable importance (29).
The apparent simplicity of this Receptor Modeling example is deceptive. The availability and consistency of both independent direct and indirect receptor modeling estimates is, in fact, quite rare. Difficulties which characterize current efforts in this developing field are largely contained in this example, as presented in Fig. 22 . First, the model must be complete (all components represented) and matrix elements M1 must be correct if unbiased results are to be obtained. Ideally the M1 should have negligible (systematic and randon) error and the component signatures should be sufficiently dissimilar that the matrix does not approach singularity. "Unique" tracers, such as 14C, Si, Ni, and Pb in this example, are extremely helpful in this respect.
Completeness of the model was not so difficult here, because relatively few major sources of carbon were active at the time of sampling.
The identification of all significant components for the total particulate mass is very much more difficult, and it probably constitutes the major limitation to accurate receptor modeling at the present time (90,91). The difficulty of providing accurate parameter values is illustrated by each of the unique tracer matrix elements in Fig. 22 . M11 (14C) depends on the age span of the wood being burned, primarily as a result of the increase in biospheric radiocarbon during the last few decades of nuclear testing (94); M32 (Si) actually depends both on particle size and the origin (rural, urban) of the road dust component; M43 (Ni) is also particle-size dependent, and the uncertainty in its value is further compounded by the fact that the oil source may exhibit considerable variations in composition depending upon its origin (95) ; lastly, M54 (Pb) may vary by as much as a factor of two depending upon the assumed mix (catalyst, non-catalyst, diesel) and speed of traffic (96).
A second difficulty relates to the measurements, themselves (the r vector). This is primarily a question of the quality of the CMP, but it nevertheless is an outstanding problem for receptor modeling as currently practiced.
Because of the small sample sizes, trace concentrations, and multiple opportunities for contamination and other sampling artifacts, the production of reliable measurements having adequate discriminating power is still a major limitation for the method. In fact, despite the importance of carbonaceous species to particulate pollution, suitable measurements are relatively rare (97). It should be emphasized that these types of difficulties and uncertainties are typical for receptor modeling currently. Much larger data sets and models having up to perhaps 10 components are common, but in every case model uncertainties impose such severe limitations that the results must be considered, at best, suggestive or semi-quantitative. (Agreement to within a factor of two between observed and fitted results is considered "good".) New directions are underway, however, for improving: (a) the quality of the models using techniques such as "target transformation" factor analysis (98) and "wind trajectory analysis" (90), and (b) the quality of the process through the preselection of robust and unique tracers such as '4C.
This brief illustration of Receptor Modeling, taken as a case study of the present state-of-the-art of at least one facet of the Analytical Measurement Process supports the following conclusions.
• "Chemical fingerprints" have considerable potential for the quantitative identification of sources of environmental contaminants. They promise greater reliability than earlier approaches based on emission inventories and dispersion modeling (92).
• The formal similarity between Equation (2) [CMP] , and Equation (3) [AMP] implies the conditions for reliable deconvolution of the environmental source contributions.
• Difficulties which were recognized in the CMP case -reliable knowledge concerning the number of components, their matrix elements (A) the blank and contamination, the error distributions and control of the systemare enormously amplified for the environmental system.
• The best chance for quality results for such a complex and open system lies with the skill and knowledge of the analytical scientist in designing powerful sampling strategies, in the selection of robust and "informing" (85) species for analysis, and in designing the CMP to match the problem (AMP) rather than simply utilizing a readily available multielement method in the hope that its performance characteristics (species, precision) will yield a unique solution.
• The societal stakes are high. The issue of the burning of wood and other solid residential fuels, for example, is the subject of an international, interdisciplinary conference this year (99). It is representative of a large class of sociochemical problems in which the energy/environment balance is the key issue, and for which the quality of our future life is dependent, at least in part, on the quality of our trace analytical data and the design and validation of the Analytical Measurement Process.
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Archival Samples -The Environmental Specimen Bank One of the most powerful forms of insurance to compensate for our present limitations in analytical methods and for our (necessary) ignorance concerning sociochemical issues of the future is the archival sample. The archival sample is one which comprises representative materials (environmental, biological, geological, ...), collected at a particular point in time (and space), which may be stored reliably for analysis in the future. Such substantial "records" include both natural and anthropogenic collections. Major knowledge concerning the history of the earth and its climate, for example, is evolving through the analysis of rocks, ocean sediment, and ice cores. This last natural archive, as represented by the polar ice caps, is one of the most exciting from the viewpoint of trace analysis. Concentrations at and below lO g/g are the rule; the matrix is pure and conditions of storage are nearly ideal; and contamination-free information is stored for up to lO years on temperature variations (through oxygen isotopic analysis (100)), volcanic activity and the accumulation of terrestrial and extraterrestrial dust (through "glaciochemical dating" (24)), solar activity (through cosmic-ray produced nuclides (101)), and ancient atmospheric compositions (through trapped air and carbon dioxide (16) (17) (18) ). Yet, it is only in recent years that sampling and measurement techniques have made it possible for us to tap this vast resource which captured the "recent" (lOs years) history of the earth. The classic "anthropogenic" archives, the physical records of ancient man, form the basis of modern archaeology. It is interesting that the archaeological record, also, is under the scrutiny of modern trace analysis (under the label "archaeometry") for the purpose of generating inferences concerning ancient communities, trade routes, and nutrition (102).
During the last century there have been several dramatic human influences on the environment, most of which have been a direct consequence of technological development. Given our current understanding of the consequences of some of the resulting environmental insults, and the urgent need to project the influence of our current activities on the future, it would be quite desirable to have available large and well documented environmental and biological samples covering this era. Some exist. To a limited extent tree rings or museum artifacts (of human hair, for example) can provide useful information. Vintage wines have provided valuable data on tritium and radiocarbon (19, 103) . But because such archives are limited both in scope and reliability, and because of unanticipated needs and analytical methods of the future, major "sample banking" activities have been initiated on an international scale. One of the most important of these was started in a single laboratory, about 20 years ago: the collection of air samples for assessing trends in atmospheric carbon dioxide (104). A more recent effort is the Environme: tal Specimen Bank (15).
The Environmental Specimen Bank represents the first major international effort designed to provide a long-term biological-ecological sample archive for the purpose of preserving the (material) record of man's impact on the biosphere. The U.S. program began in 1975, and during recent years there has been a significant cooperative effort with the Federal Republic of Germany. By its very nature, this program is a superb illustration of the complete Analytical Measurement Process. It is focussed from the very beginning on a major societal issue (man's chemical influence on the present and future biological environment) of such scope that it transcends national interests as well as local boundaries in space and time. The international and interdisciplinary aspects of the problem are such that the analytical scientist must work closely already at the system design phase with many others having complementary expertise. And the scientific rigors of the program equal or surpass any that we have considered above. Severe matrix effects and the enormous range of substances and concentrations make the CMP extremely challenging. Also, chemical and biological sample integrity must be guaranteed at the time of collection as well as for an indefinite period of future storage, including trace and ultra-trace inorganic and organic species which may not as yet even have been defined! Highlights of the U.S. program, from the joint perspectives of the AMP, the CMP and quality, will be presented below.
The goals of the current National Bureau of Standards' current five-year Pilot Program are summarized in Table 3 (105). The skeletal structure of the Analytical Measurement Process, ranging from problem definition to feedback, is shown in Fig. 23 (106) . Upon examination of the various phases of the overall process, two aspects recur: the breadth (chemical, Real-time analysis of a representative fraction of the samples.
3.
Continued research on analytical methodology and sample preparation.
4. Evaluation of long-term storage under different conditions.
5. Retrospective analysis of stored samples.
6. Data management and dissemination. interdisciplinary) of the work, and the quality assurance component. In the sampling phase, for example, it was first necessary to develop a carefully constructed sampling protocol, in cooperation with those performing autopsies, in order to obtain contamination-free human liver samples. Within the bounds of practicality and following a period of education and coworking, autopsy procedures were altered to achieve this end. Different disciplinary views (and the need for very careful communication) were early evident from the perceived meanings of such a term as "clean" -i.e., interpreted as "sterile"
vs. "non-contaminated" chemically. Some of the measures established to prevent contamination during sampling include the use of talc-free gloves (a change from conventional autopsy procedures); use of water of extreme purity for rinsing of samples and apparatus; handling, transfer, and storage using minimally-contaminating material (polytetrafluoroethylene "FEP Teflon") (Note h); and use of a high purity titanium-bladed knife for all cutting operations. The selection of the titanium knife was an interesting exercise in contamination prevention. Pure titanium was chosen so that, if cutting contamination should occur, it would be limited to one element -that one (Ti) being currently believed to be neither essential nor toxic to man. Had stainless steel been used on the other hand, one can consider the effect of a 10 pg chip becoming mixed with a liver sample. Since steel contains about 10% nickel, and the concentration of nickel in liver ranges from about 0.01 to 0.2 pg/g, the minute chip from the knife could lead to a blank exceeding the signal by a factor of 100 (105).
Viral contamination, and the resultant hazard to future workers, is a special problem for this program. Screening for hepatitis type-B antigen is performed by the simultaneous collection of a blood sample. Negative results Note h. Mention of commercial product names is for purpose of identification only; it does not imply endorsement by the National Bureau of Standards. High quality trace analysis is intrinsically linked to the quality of mankind's technological development, and at the same time to the quality of life as influenced by anthropogenic environmental contamination. The nature of these technological and environmental issues is such that their solution demands an interdisciplinary approach, with the analytical scientist intimately involved in every phase, beginning with problem definition and concluding with result evaluation. The overall Analytical Measurement Process symbolizes a systems representation of the problem, where, in societal context, the analyst must address the fundamental questions of analytical chemistry: why, what, and how to analyze, and how to quantitatively evaluate the results and their implications. Ill-defined environmental models and imperfect chemical fingerprints make this task exceedingly difficult, but astute selection of species to measure (robust, informing) and Chemical Measurement Processes to employ promise a good chance of producing reliable inferences. Receptor Modeling and Environmental Specimen Banking are relatively new but vital analytical activities which both depend on high quality trace analysis for their execution and promise some hope of understanding the environmental system and man's chemical influence.
The Chemical Measurement Process is extremely simple compared to the Analytical Measurement Process (of which it is a central component) .
Yet it provides numerous opportunities to stumble. Society expects that the CMP will be performed without error; in fact, many do not appreciate the fact that all scientific results possess uncertainty. The analyst therefore has a double responsibility to establish and execute CMP's of the highest quality, and to evaluate and report results with meaningful uncertainty bounds. The most likely route to success with the CMP is to pay attention to each of its critical links: sampling, sample preparation, measurement, data evaluation, and reporting. The most important attributes for high accuracy trace analy-515 include procedure validation through intercomparisons and the use of Certified Reference Materials, specificity, control of the blank, and careful attention to the error-and evaluation model-structure. Hypothesis testing is central in this effort both with respect to the detection of trace components and for the detection of bad data or erroneous models.
The future of trace analysis is exciting. Improvements in specificity and detection have extended the concentration range from about down to less than io16. It is unlikely that a similar extension of the "trace" regime will again take place, for we have already achieved the level where natural concentrations and their fluctuations are limiting, as is the statistical error associated with the counting of individual particles. Control of interference (specificity) and the analytical blank in chemical analysis (CMP) imply the realization of extremely low, interference-free detection limits. This situation will not obtain in the external (environmental, industrial, biological, ...) system, however, so we may expect the basic limitations in extracting reliable chemical information from that system to be our ability to detect small changes (differential trace analysis), the external blank and its variation (environmental noise), and the natural convolution of the various chemical sources. This being the case, the most important way in which the analytical scientist can assist in understanding the environmental system is by contributing his unique expertise to the design of the Analytical Measurement Process -especially regarding sampling, feature (species) selection, CMP selection, and system modeling. 
